Case Study

polytouch® @ AMC Theatres - easy and
convenient ticket handling

polytouch® featuring “experience the difference” @
AMC Theatres
Second-largest US cinema chain deploys new Omni-channel strategy to accelerate
their business. Customers benefit from new features, quick ticket purchases and an
improved service concept.
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Case Study
4 good reasons
1 Reduce guest waiting
times
Optimize your check-out processes
and avoid waiting times for your guests.
Give them a better experience!

2 Anywhere and the way
you like it
polytouch® high flexibility and modular

More than 400 interactive polytouch® kiosks in daily use

concept provide AMC with new
options not accessible before.
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3 Appealing design
Attract guests through an intuitive
and customized design. Its userfriendliness is a real game-changer
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Read more about Pyramid Computer:
www.pyramid.de
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About AMC Theatres
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